Business and data understanding, that aims to identify multiple mining tasks, is the most primary phase in planning a practical data mining project. However, traditional tasks determination problem could only be solved by experienced analysts, which suffers from high communication cost and low efficiency. In this paper, we study the automatic task discovery method following the problem solving theory. First, we establish the concept network (CN) model to represent human knowledge and experience in the problem solving process. Then, we propose and demonstrate the structure of two major mining tasks (clustering and classification) in a CN. Finally, a data mining tasks discovery method (DMTD) is put forward, followed by two analysis subject evaluation algorithms. Experiment results illustrate that the DMTD is able to discover all the potential mining tasks from a predefined concept network, filtered by the important or interesting analysis subjects. Moreover, these tasks defined by the DMTD are proven to be available and valuable by fifty published papers.
I. INTRODUCTION
Rapid development of data processing techniques (e.g., extraction, transformation, loading) enables us to acquire huge amount of data in various types automatically [1] . However, without further data analysis work, valuable information and knowledge hidden in the original dataset could be easily ignored. To solve these problems, researchers and academic communities are working rigorously on developing data analysis methods for decades, including mining tasks determination, algorithm design, result evaluation etc.
Up to now, most achievements (such as data preparation methods, algorithms, and evaluation metrics) have developed into a kind of computing technique, and various programming tools could be employed directly. While only the tasks determination still fully depends on people due to their intangible prior knowledge and experience [2] . Over relying on people might cause low efficacy and high communication cost. For example, lacking communication between business and data specialists affects the correctness of problem description;
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Also, inexperienced analysts also cannot guarantee the completeness of tasks definition.
It can be seen that tasks determination is how people solve the business and data understanding problem through their existing knowledge and experience, which belongs to the study of cognitive psychology [3] .
The problem solving theory in cognitive psychology focuses on the thinking activity when people deal with unfamiliar issues, especially the representation of problems within our brain [4] . Following these research, several modeling techniques have been presented and successfully applied for thinking training, meaningful learning, such as the mind map and concept map [5] , [6] .
In this paper, we focus on the automatic multi-tasks discovery problem based on the problem solving theory. The main contributions are as follows. Firstly, we propose a structural knowledge representation model, concept network (CN). Compared to other classic representation model (the mind map and concept map model) in cognitive psychology, the CN has great advantages in modeling how people determine a mining task via business and data understanding. Secondly, we demonstrate the clustering and classification judgment theorem, which describe the structure of mining tasks in a CN. Thirdly, a data mining tasks discovery method (DMTD) is also proposed, which could be utilized to recognize various potential data mining tasks in practical application.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the works related to this research. Section 3 presents the key algorithm of data mining tasks discovery, including two theorem proofs. Section 4 conducts an experiment on the retail market, and the result is able to support the research over fifty published papers. The paper is concluded in Section 5.
II. RELATED WORKS A. APPLICATION PROCESS OF DATA MINING
Cross-industry standard process for data mining (CRISP-DM), produced by European Commission in 1999, is a robust and well-proven methodology for planning a data mining project [7] . CRISP-DM divides the process of data mining into six major phases, i.e., business understanding, data understanding, data preparation, modeling, evaluation and deployment [8] . In applications, the two phases, business understanding and data understanding, always share high relevance and jointly accomplish three missions, problem description, objective determination, task definition (see Fig.1 ). With continuous improvement of computing techniques, most phases like data preparation, modeling, evaluation, deployment have already been able to carry out automatically via powerful tools (like WEKA, SAS, RapidMiner etc.) if the mining tasks are determined.
Moreover, multi-tasks learning is an emerging research area of machine learning [64] . Both supervised and unsupervised methods could improve the performance through learning multiply related tasks simultaneously [65] , [66] .
Although increasing research attempt to figure out the automatic approach to establish related multi-tasks, results are not that perfect.
B. MODELING TECHNIQUES OF PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Problem description, as the beginning of data mining process, is to represent specialists' demand, experience, and data status, through modelling information, knowledge, as well as thinking activities. The mind map and concept map are two most popular techniques in this field.
Mind map is a cognitive model of thinking activities, created by Buzan and Buzan in the 1960s [5] . A mind map expresses how our brain produce ideas by catching and describing divergent thinking. The structure of a mind map consists of three main elements, as subject, key words, divergent relationships. Moreover, it is able to arouse thinking ability using colors, pictures, creative words, and successfully applied for thinking training with integrated tools like iMindMap [9] .
Concept map is a facilitative model of knowledge representation, as proposed by Novak in 1970 [6] . Novak considers that knowledge is a network of interconnected concepts formed through different relationships. The structure of a concept map also consists of three main elements, concept, conjunctions, divergent and convergent relationships. Concept map promotes meaningful learning, and is widely used in schools, corporations with integrated tools like CmapTools [10] .
Mind map and concept map both are significant tools studying the cognitive process, meanwhile, each has its own characteristics. Mind map presents the key points, subject (objective) and thinking process, among problem solving. However, it only emphasizes the associative ability of divergent thinking, while ignores the summarizing ability of convergent thinking. Concept map presents the basic elements of problem description, concepts and their relationships, but extended work should be done (that is sorting all the concepts rigorously) before construction, in case the confusion showing in the concept hierarchy.
III. METHODS OF DATA MINING TASKS DISCOVERY A. CONCEPT NETWORK
This section proposes a structured model of problem description for data mining tasks discovery, according to the advantages of both mind map and concept map (see Section 2.2).
Definition 1 (Concept Pair): A concept pair CP ij =< C i , C j > is a partial order relationship between two different concepts, where C i is the precursor concept, and C j is the successor concept.
The cognitive psychology proves that naturally people can connect one concept to another through imagination or association, which leads to the construction of concept pairs. For instance, if concept C i directly contains/ affects/ determines concept C j , the concept pair CP ij can be formed. Hence, in a concept pair, the precursor concept usually shares higher abstraction level than the successor concept.
Definition 2 (Concept Network): A concept network CN = {C, CP} is a set of concepts C and related concept pairs CP.
As for the characteristics of data mining tasks discovery, more constrains should be defined on the concept network model. First, every concept must have actual data corresponding to it. Second, every concept pair must have actual meaning in its business background. Concept network CN can be described by a directed graph, whose nodes represent concepts and directed edges represent concept pairs (see Fig.2 ). It can be seen that a concept network can not only reflect the information of both businessrelated knowledge and data states, but also help analysts judge whether business and data specialists reach the same understanding.
Compared with mind map, concept network constructs concept pairs following the thinking abstraction level, which is the same as the thinking process in mind map. Moreover, concept network brings in the convergent relationship successfully, while mind map lacks it. Compared with concept map, CN similarly utilizes concepts and relationships as the basic elements to describe knowledge and experience, while eliminates conjunctions by concept pairs, which is easier for computer to calculate, still ensuring accuracy.
B. STRUCTURE OF DATA MINING TASKS
In applications, there are various data mining tasks like clustering, classification, frequent patterns [62] , [63] . This paper takes the most wildly used tasks as an example, clustering and classification, to study their structure in a concept network [2] .
Theorem 1 (Clustering Judgment Theorem): In a concept network, any strictly divergent subnet with single concept center can determine a clustering task.
Proof: The operand of clustering tasks is the clustering table. Since clustering is an unsupervised process, there is no decision attribute, consequently the clustering table can be described referring to the definition of a decision table in the rough set theory.
Clustering table S 
Obviously, the relation U × C reflects the feature of clustering tasks.
Let concept network CN = {C i |i = 1, 2, · · · , l}.
Thus, the subnet
}, that has a strictly divergent structure in CN , can determine the clustering task of concept center C i (see Fig.3 
-a).
Theorem 2 (Classification Judgment Theorem): In a concept network, any strictly convergent subnet with single concept center can determine a classification task.
Proof: The operand of classification tasks is the classification table. Since classification is a supervised process, there is the class label attribute, consequently the classification table can be described referring to the definition of a decision table in the rough set theory as follows.
Classification table S 
Obviously, the relation between C and D reflects the feature of classification tasks.
Classification is to find appropriate C, and classify tuples (in U ) by C into given classes (in D).
}, that has a strictly convergent structure in CN , can determine the classification task of concept center C i (see Fig.3-b ).
C. AN ALGORITHM OF DATA MINING TASKS DISCOVERY
A concept network in the practical application usually contains hundreds of nodes. However, not all these concepts are important or interesting for data analysis. Therefore, filtrating concepts accurately and efficiently is another challenge in data mining tasks discovery.
Definition 3: Given a concept network CN = {C i }, the hierarchy weight of a concept is
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where let C j ∈ CN , out-degree d − (C i ) is the total number of concept pairs satisfying < C i , C j >, in-degree d + (C i ) is the total number of concept pairs satisfying < C j , C i >. Definition 5: Given a concept network CN = {C i }, the concept feature of a concept is
Concept feature measures the influence of a concept to the whole network, consequently data mining tasks are more likely to conduct among the concepts with more prominent feature. Based on above discussion, this paper proposes the method of data mining tasks discovery (see Fig.4 ). First, translate the direct relation between concepts among a graphic network into a matrix form, and calculate the overall relation. Second, distinguish candidates for data mining tasks through filtering the feature of concepts by mining depth. Third, construct all the clustering and classification tasks among candidates under the condition of mining benchmark (see Algorithm 1).
D. ALGORITHMS FOR DATA MINING TASKS EVALUATION BASED ON THE SUBJECT
The DMTD has been able to identify all the potential clustering and classification tasks in a CN via the measurement concept feature (that consists of the hierarchy weight and concept frequency). Since a concept with higher hierarchy weight Add concept C i to Candidates; // C i has the max feature versus concepts outside Candidates 10: end while 11: for C i ∈ Candidates do 12: if |A(C i )|| ≥ λ then 13: Output the clustering structure of C i . // see Theorem 1 14: end if 15: if |D(C i )|| ≥ λ then 16: Output the classification structure of C i . // see Theorem 2 17: end if 18: end for is bound to reach more other concepts through the overall relation, tasks (discovered by the DMTD) might contain overmuch (decision) attributes, which affects the accuracy and efficiency of traditional data mining algorithms, especially clustering. Thus, in order to support the attribute selection (reduction) work of business specialists, this section studies the evaluation problem of data mining tasks determined by the DMTD.
According to the CRISP-DM, subject completely reflects the research interest and objective of business specialists, and the acceptance of a data mining task depends on its contribution to a certain subject. Therefore, we aim to identify the subject of a CN , and propose effective methods to verify the clustering and classification tasks respectively on the basis of subjects.
Definition 6 (Subject):
Hence, the type of concept pairs can be defined by the subject as :
Moreover, we define a constraint that the whole subject fields F (S) = ∪F(S k ) should consist of a coverage of the concept set C(CN = {C, CP}), which could limit the parameter value of subject threshold µ.
Since the subject field describes the core concerns and research interest from the business perspective, the basic idea of data mining tasks evaluation is to utilize subject fields to reduce and filter the (decision) attributes of every task discovered by the DMTD.
The attribute construction patterns of clustering tasks are: (1) Containing-pattern, that is if the clustering object is a subject S k , its containing-type CP =< S k , C j > could form a clustering task, where the clustering attributes entirely come from the concepts in its subject field F(S k ); (2) Determiningpattern, that is if the clustering object is a subject S k , its determining-type CP =< S k , S l > could form a clustering task, where the clustering attributes completely come from the concepts in the latter subject field F(S l ) including the successor subject itself S l ; (3) Affecting-pattern, that is if the clustering object is not any subject C i , its affecting-type CP =< C i , C j > could form a clustering task, where the clustering attributes totally come from its successor concepts C j .
According to those clustering patterns, we propose a clustering tasks evaluation algorithm based on the subject, and the pseudo code is shown in Algorithm 2. The time complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(n), where n is the number of subjects in the CN .
The decision attribute construction patterns of classification tasks are: (1) Determining-pattern, that is if the class label is a subject S l , its determining-type CP =< S k , S l > could form a classification task, where the decision attributes Algorithm 2 Clustering Tasks Evaluation Algorithm Based on the Subject (CLTE) Input: A clustering task CL i = (C i , A), and the subject set S of CN ; // C i is the clustering object of CL i , A is the clustering attribute set of CN calculated by the DMTD Output: Reduced clustering tasks CL i = (C i , A).
1: If C i ∈ S then 2: A = A ∩ F(C i ); // following the Containing-pattern 3: Output CL i = (C i , A). 4: for all S l ∈ S do 5: if S l ∈ A then 6: A = (A ∩ F (S l )) ∪ {S l }; // following the Determining-pattern 7: Output CL i = (C i , A). 8: end if 9: end for 10: else 11: A = A ∩ C − ; // following the Affecting-pattern, and C − is the successor concept set of C i 12:
Output CL i = (C i , A). 13 : end if completely come from the concepts in the former subject field F(S k ); (2) Affecting-pattern-1, that is if the class label is not any subject C j , its affecting-type CP =< C i , C j > could form a classification task, where the decision attributes entirely come from its precursor concepts C i ; (3) Affecting-pattern-2, that is if the class label is not any subject C j , its affectingtype CP =< C i , C j > could form a classification task, where the decision attributes totally come from the concepts in the intersection of a certain subject field F(S k ) and initial attribute set.
Similarly, refer to the classification patterns, an algorithm of classification tasks evaluation based on the subject is also proposed (see Algorithm 3). The time complexity of Algorithm 3 is O(n), where n is the number of subjects in the CN .
Therefore, it can be seen that the data mining tasks evaluation algorithms achieve the task enrichment and attribute reduction at the same time, which are able to support business specialists determining the final tasks accurately and efficiently.
IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION A. EXPERIMENT DESIGN
This section describes the experiment design on the theory of data mining tasks discovery and evaluation (see Fig.5 ). The experimental principle are divide into two parts, that is the experimental purposes with matched verification approaches and the experimental calculation process.
We plan to verify three main purposes in this experiment, i.e., accuracy, efficiency and creativity. If the structure of a data mining task has been determined, it is not able to directly judge the accuracy of this task due to the lack VOLUME 7, 2019 
Algorithm 3 Classification Tasks Evaluation Algorithm
Based on the Subject (CATE) Input: A classification task CA i = (D, C i ), and the subject set S of CN ; // C i is the class label of CA i , D is the decision attribute set of CN calculated by the DMTD Output: Reduced classification tasks CA i = (D, C i ).
1: If C i ∈ S then 2: for all S k ∈ (S − C i ) do 3: if F(S k ) ∩ D = ∅ then 4: D = (D ∩ F (S k )) − C i ; // following the Determining-pattern 5: Output CA i = (D, C i ). Output CA i = (D, C i ). 11: for all S k ∈ S do 12: if F(S k ) ∩ D = ∅ then 13: D = (D ∩ F (S k )) − C i ; // following the Affecting-pattern-2 14: Output CA i = (D, C i ). 15: end if 16: end for 17: end if of information. Thus, the only way is to compare the results of our proposed methods to other data mining tasks, which have completed their experiments and achieved good results. Obviously, if the structure of a task have already been successfully implemented before, we consider the task is accurate in this application project.
In order to measure the efficiency of proposed methods, we put forwards two evaluation metrics, i.e., reduction rate ξ and enrichment index E.I.. Given an initial clustering task CL i = (C i , A), let CL i = CL I = C i , A I , I ∈ N + represents the reduction result of CL i by the CLTE, and A I represents the Ith reduced attribute set of A, the attribute reduction rate ξ of clustering task is
where |A| (|A| ∈ N + ) is the number of attributes in the initial attribute set A, A I ( A I ∈ N + ) is the number of attributes in the Ith reduced attribute set A I , and |CL i | (|CL i | ∈ N + ) is the number of reduced clustering tasks obtained by the initial task CL i . According to Algorithm 2, |A| ≥ A I > 0(I ∈ N + ). Thus, the reduction rate of clustering task satisfies ξ ∈ [0, 1) .
Similarly, given an initial classification task CA j = (D, C j ), let CA j = CA j = (D J , C j ), J ∈ N + represents the reduction result of CA j by the CATE, and D J represents the Jth reduced decision attribute set of D, the attribute reduction rate ξ of classification task is
where |D| (|D| ∈ N + ) is the number of attributes in the initial decision attribute set D, D J ( D J ∈ N + ) is the number of attributes in the Jth reduced decision attribute set D J , and |CA j |(|CA j | ∈ N + ) is the number of reduced classification tasks obtained by the initial task CA j . According to Algorithm 2, |D| ≥ D J > 0(J ∈ N + ). Thus, the reduction rate of classification task satisfies ξ ∈ [0, 1) .
Moreover, the enrichment index E.I. of clustering task can be defined as
where |CL i | is the number of initial clustering tasks established on the concept C i . Mostly, |CL i | = 1. Similarly, the enrichment index E.I. of clustering task can be defined as
where |CA j | is the number of initial classification tasks established on the concept C j . Mostly, CA j = 1. The enrichment index reflects the task enrichment effect of the CLTE and CATE on the clustering and classification tasks discovered by the DMTD.
After demonstrating the accuracy, the creativity of the proposed algorithms can be proved through judging whether algorithms are able to create new tasks. It is the completeness of the tasks discovery results that makes the data mining tasks discovery theory win the creativity. The experimental process consists of three phases: (1) Create the target concept network; (2) Discover the initial data mining tasks by the DMTD; (3) Evaluate the clustering and classification tasks respectively by the CLTE and CATE.
B. EXPERIMENT PROCESS AND RESULTS ANALYSIS
We invite ten experts (six marketing experts and four data experts) to organize a research group, and conduct a data analysis project on a real supermarket, in order to show the benefits of the proposed method DMTD.
After data detection, we build the final concept network of the supermarket according to its actual business, which includes 38 concepts and 84 concept pairs (see Fig.6 ). At this point, experts have already finished their work, problem description, and the remaining works could be done by the DMTD automatically. The algorithm is implemented in Matlab 7.8 and runs on a personal computer with Windows 7.
Firstly, we obtain the subjects (i.e., customer, product, retailer and location) of this retail market network through the direct relation (see Table 1 ), and their subject fields exactly constitute a coverage of the overall concepts under the subject threshold µ = 5.
After the preparation above, the formal DMTD algorithm is able to be implemented, where the mining depth α = 28 and the mining benchmark λ = 10. Fig.7 is the concept feature of the retail market network calculated by the DMTD. Obviously, the concepts, customer and retailer, enjoy the highest interest, while product, location, and revenue take second place. It can be seen that a subject often shares high interest, but not vice versa.
Then, the DMTD identifies totally six clustering and six classification tasks of the retail market network shown in Table 2 , where tasks are displayed in the descending order of concept feature. The objects of clustering tasks are customer, retailer, revenue, location, product and brand, besides, the class labels of classification tasks are revenue, product, A. Wang, X. Gao: Multi-Tasks Discovery Method Based on the CN for Data Mining preference, price, rate and constituent. It can be seen that (1) a concept (such as revenue and product) can become an object and a class label at the same time, which further illustrates the advantages of the concept network model, comparing to the divergent-only model mind map; (2) a subject (see Table 1 ) is bound to become a clustering object, while a clustering object might be a subject.
In general, data analysts have already been able to initiate the follow-up data mining process of that twelve tasks (discovered by the DMTD). However, the attribute number of each task in Table 2 is relatively large for traditional data mining algorithms, especially the clustering object customer that contains over 85% (33/38 = 0.8684) concepts of the retail market network. Thus, the data mining tasks evaluation should be conducted via the CLTE and CATE. Table 3 , 4 shows the calculation results of the CLTE and CATE. According to the subjects, the CLTE turns the six initial clustering tasks into ten reduced clustering tasks, similarly, the CATE transforms the six original classification tasks to eight reduced classification tasks, which are all confirmed by experts. We find out that there are over fifty published research works that adopt the same data mining tasks in their experiments and achieve good results. Moreover, various well-known application projects (e.g., customer/market segmentation, prediction, behavior analysis) have also been built around these reduced tasks. Thus, experiment analysis illustrates that the results of our proposed methods (i.e., DMTD, CLTE and CATE ) are consistent with the data mining tasks determined by people subjectively, and also contribute to the successful implementation of the subsequent data mining process. The first experiment purpose accuracy has been proved.
According to the discovery and evaluation process of data mining tasks, we calculate the reduction rate of clustering and classification tasks respectively (see Fig.8 ). The results in Fig.8 imply that (1) the reduction rate ξ (ξ ∈ [0, 1)) of all the tasks are much larger than zero, which illustrates the high efficiency of (decision) attribute reduction based on the subjects; (2) the reduction rate of clustering tasks decreases with the decline of the concept feature on each object, while the reduction rate of classification tasks fluctuates at a certain level with the decline of the concept feature on each class label. In addition, the enrichment index of clustering tasks is E.I. = 3 and classification tasks is E.I. = 2, which illustrates the strong associative ability of the CLTE and CLTA. Since the experiment results verify the prominent attribute reduction and task enrichment effect of proposed methods on data mining tasks, the second experiment purpose efficiency has been proved.
Additionally, Table 3 and Table 4 not only show the data mining tasks that belong to the traditional application projects, also provide new clustering and classification tasks (determined by CLTE and CATE) that have not been established before. For example, take brand as the clustering object, and preference, product, constituent, type, time, quantity, price, profit, score, quality as the clustering attributes. This new application can be applied for evaluating the market performance of different brands by considering both customer potential and product profitability, in supporting the sales strategies of supermarkets. Also, take race, location, country, occupation, revenue, preference as the decision attributes, and constituent as the class label. This new application can be applied for mass customization by classifying the personalized demand of different customers, which improves the customer satisfaction. Up to now, the final experiment purpose creativity has been proved.
V. CONCLUSION
In this study, we focused on the automatic multi-tasks discovery problem for data mining application. First, this paper presented a structural concept network model describing knowledge and experience according to mind map and concept map. A concept network could not only model the results of business and data understanding by specialists, but also be further calculated through computers efficiently. Then, the structure of clustering and classification task in a concept network was proved by two theorems. Finally, an algorithm for data mining tasks discovery (DTMD) was developed. According to the DMTD, the automatic data analysis process could completely extend to the phase, problem description, in the CRISP-DM. What's more, two data mining tasks evaluation algorithms (i.e., CLTE and CATE) was also proposed to achieve the attribute reduction and task enrichment of the initial tasks. Experiment results of a real supermarket data set illustrate that the proposed methods have high accuracy, efficiency, and even creativity. The practical implications of our research are supporting and inspiring business and data analysts to determine various data mining tasks efficiently.
However, there are also some remaining problems that deserve further discussion. For example, the structure of other mining tasks like frequent patterns is not defined in the concept network. Moreover, related data preparation methods need to be improved for the DMTD. Our intention is to continually enrich the algorithm of automatic data analysis in the future.
